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Get Outdoors - From the album “Get Outdoors” 
 
[Intro] 
[D]       [G] [D]          [G] 
[D]       [G]  [D] 
 
[V1] 
                             [D] 
When I’m feeling happy (oh so happy) 
          [G]                             [D] 
‘Cause summer vacation’s begun 
                             [D]  
When I’m feeling happy 
           [Bm]                        [A] 
Well I cannot wait, I gotta celebrate 
              [G]            [Gsus][G] 
Under a summer sun 
                       [D] 
I gotta get outdoors (get outdoors x2) 
 
When I’m feeling angry 
Cause sister isn’t sharing her toys 
When I’m feeling angry 
Then I’m gonna go, feel it head to toe 
Where I can make a little noise 
I gotta get outdoors 
[D]  [G]  [D]  [A] (x2) 
 
[Chorus] 
              [D]          [G]          [D]              [A] 
And so I wake up, jump up, open up and get  
        [D] [G] [D] [A]  
outdoors  
 
              [D]          [G]          [D]              [A] 
And so I wake up, jump up, open up and get  
        [D] [G] [D] [A]  
outdoors 
 
                     [Bm]                       [A] 
Gotta get outdoors, gotta get outdoors, gotta get  
      [G]  [Gsus][G] 
outdoors 
                                  
[D] 
No matter what I’m feeling 
 

      [G]              [D] 
It’s always so appealing 
 
[V2] 
                             [D] 
When I’m feeling silly 
               [G]                                 [D] 
From the knock knock joke that I made (Knock knock, 
who’s there? Butter. Butter who? Butter bring your rain 
gear on the hike, looks like it’s gonna storm!) 
                             [D] 
When I’m feeling silly 
                    [Bm]                                [A] 
Well you’re gonna find me under the cottonwood tree 
              [G]            [Gsus][G] 
Laughing in the shade 
                      [D] 
I gotta get outdoors 
 
When I’m feeling lonely 
Cause Mom and Dad are out and about 
When I’m feeling lonely 
It’s OK to cry and you know that I 
Go outside to let it out (Go outside to let it in) 
I gotta get outdoors 
 
[Chorus] 
              [D]          [G]          [D]              [A] 
And so I wake up, jump up, open up and get  
        [D] [G] [D] [A]  
outdoors  
 
              [D]          [G]          [D]              [A] 
And so I wake up, jump up, open up and get  
        [D] [G] [D] [A]  
outdoors 
 
                     [Bm]                       [A] 
Gotta get outdoors, gotta get outdoors, gotta get  
      [G]  [Gsus][G] 
outdoors 
 
                                 [D] 
No matter what I’m feeling 
      [G]              [D] 
It’s always so appealing 
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[Bridge] 
       [C]                              [G]                       [C] 
And sometimes when I’m feeling busy with so  
                    [D] 
much to complete 
[C]                      [G]                      [C]              [D] 
Pushing keys on some computer, control alt delete 
[A]              [D]      
I will take a break and visit 
[C]                [A]  
The great outdoors 
[C]                     [G] 
Trees that sway, birds of prey  
      [C]                        [D] 
And grass loving herbivores 
                   [G]                     [A]    
Pine needle floors, campfire s’mores 
I gotta get outdoors  
[D]  [G]  [D]  [A] (x4) = [Solo] 
 
[V3] 
                              [D] 
When I’m feeling happy, angry, silly or lonely 
          [G]                               [D] 
Cause everybody feels them all 
                             [D] 
When I’m feeling happy, angry, silly or lonely 
        [Bm]                           [A] 
Well all I need is to go and heed the call (of the wild, 
Awhoooo) [stop] 
I gotta get outdoors [D]  [G]  [D]  [A] 
 
[Chorus] 
               [D] 
And so I shut down the computer 
[G]  
Switch off the TV 
[A]                                       [G]             [D]  [G][D]  
[A] 
Gotta be surrounded by the scenery outdoors  
               [D] 
I’d rather be a mountain stroller 
           [G] 
Than a remote controller 
              [A] 
Whether tropical or polar 
         [G]             
I just gotta get myself outdoors [D]  [G]  [D]  [A] 

                      
[Bm]                      [A] 
Gotta get outdoors gotta get outdoors gotta get  
[G]  [Gsus][G] 
outdoors 
                                [D] 
No matter what I’m feeling 
       [G]              [D] 
It’s always so appealing 
                                [D] 
No matter what I’m feeling 
       [G]              [D] 
Nature’s so appealing 
                                 [D] 
No matter what I’m feeling 
         [G]       [D7] 
Gotta get outdoors 
 
[Outro] 
[D]  [F]  [C] (Fade) 


